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the chain’ 断链 to stop rich Chinese nationals from gambling abroad — an activity they see as connected to corruption and money laundering — and to
dissuade foreign casinos from courting
them. Travel agents are banned from
organising trips for groups of more
than ten people to foreign casinos, but
the casinos have often skirted the ban
by promoting general travel packages,
rather than gambling-specific ones.
China’s detention of Crown Casino employees caught the world by sur-
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猴. After GlaxoSmithKline’s predicament, other international pharmaceutical companies made sure to clean up
their act.
In the case of Crown Casino, the
company had failed to heed warnings
from officials that courting Chinese
high rollers would not be tolerated.
In June 2015, Chinese police arrested
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a previous company report, CEO James
Packer had reported that the clampdown on gambling in Macau had been
good for business, as it sparked an
influx of Chinese high-rollers to Australia. High rollers account for a third
of Crown’s revenue, and a majority of
Crown’s top players are from China.5
While it’s unclear why the authorities
singled out Crown Casino, as opposed
to any other foreign casino marketing
itself in China, rumours circulated in
international media that Crown had
adopted an especially aggressive approach to courting potential clients.6
At the time of writing, no Crown
Casino employee had been formally
charged, and the fate of many detained
employees is still unclear.
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